
Guidelines for Best Practice Submission 
for Cloud Pioneer Package

1. The content you submit should be in the form of an article or video:

          - Article length should be between 750 – 2000 words
          - Video length should be less than 15 minutes, edited and ready to publish

2. For an example of Tutorial or Best practice, see:

          - Tutorial sectionhttps:

          - Blogs written by our Techshare authors: 
            www.alibabacloud.com/blog/tg/Tech_Share-23892

3. For an example of a video see Getting Started – Quick Start Videos
           
            www.alibabacloud.com/getting-started/videos

4. Content you submit should be written by you, original and you should have the permission 
       to republish it. No plagiarism allowed.

5.  Best Practice content needs to be submitted before June 5, 2018.

6.  The content you submit should be informative, interesting and related to your migration /   
        deployment

7. Avoid writing only text, make it visual. Our jury will read more than one article so make it   
       enjoyable to read or watch: add sections when text gets too long, images always 
       help visualize.

8. The content should be properly formatted (including code snippets and/or other HTML   
       elements) and written in grammatically correct English.

9. We suggest you to include (some) of the following aspects of your deployment or 
       migration:

          - What did you deploy or migrate and why? 
          - What were the steps or tasks involved and what are the details for important  steps?
          - Tools, resources and products used
          - Learnings and challenges you encountered

10. You may follow the structure mentioned above, but going into depth on one of 
           the above (or other aspect) of your deployment journey is equally valued by us.

11. Please note our jury will evaluate our top 10 winners among our submissions on the    
            basis of the following criteria:

          - Technical depth: 30%
          - Usefulness to community: 30%
          - Content quality: 20%
          - Writing style: 20%

www.alibabacloud.com/getting-started/projects
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